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Matching Composite Sketches to Face Photos: A
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Abstract— The problem of automatically matching composite
sketches to facial photographs is addressed in this paper. Previous
research on sketch recognition focused on matching sketches
drawn by professional artists who either looked directly at the
subjects (viewed sketches) or used a verbal description of the
subject’s appearance as provided by an eyewitness (forensic
sketches). Unlike sketches hand drawn by artists, composite
sketches are synthesized using one of the several facial composite
software systems available to law enforcement agencies. We
propose a component based representation (CBR) approach to
measure the similarity between a composite sketch and mugshot
photograph. Specifically, we first automatically detect facial
landmarks in composite sketches and face photos using an active
shape model (ASM). Features are then extracted for each facial
component using multiscale local binary patterns (MLBP), and
per component similarity is calculated. Finally, the similarity
scores obtained from individual facial components are fused
together, yielding a similarity score between a composite sketch
and a face photo. Matching performance is further improved by
filtering the large gallery of mugshot images using gender information. Experimental results on matching 123 composite sketches
against two galleries with 10,123 and 1,316 mugshots show that
the proposed method achieves promising performance (rank-100
accuracies of 77.2% and 89.4%, respectively) compared to a
leading commercial face recognition system (rank-100 accuracies
of 22.8% and 52.0%) and densely sampled MLBP on holistic
faces (rank-100 accuracies of 27.6% and 10.6%). We believe
our prototype system will be of great value to law enforcement
agencies in apprehending suspects in a timely fashion.
Index Terms— Face recognition, modality gap, heterogeneous
face recognition, composite sketch, forensic sketch, component
based face representation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
UTOMATED face recognition has made dramatic
progress over the past decade [16]. Helping to determine
the identity of criminals is an important application of face
recognition systems; however, in many cases the facial photograph of a suspect is not available. In these circumstances,
drawing a sketch following the description provided by an
eyewitness or the victim is a commonly used method to
assist the police to identify possible suspects. Figs. 1 (a, b,
c) show three cases reported in the media where suspects
were successfully identified through forensic sketches drawn
by artists. In fact, criminal investigations have leveraged face
sketches as far back as the late 19th century [1], [2]. The
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original, and still commonly used, paradigm for identifying
subjects using facial sketches relies on human identification1 .
Due to budgetary reasons, many law enforcement agencies
use facial composite software, which allows the user to create
a computer generated facial composite (composite sketch)
[2], instead of employing forensic sketch artists. Examples
of computer generated composite sketches can be found in
Figs. 1 (d, e, f), which shows three different cases in which
suspects were identified based on computer generated composite sketches. However, while these examples illustrate cases
in which human identification was successful, it is often the
case that no suspect is identified based on computer generated
composite sketches.
Much like its counterparts in forensic sketch recognition,
the paradigm for identification using computer generated
composites can be greatly expanded through automated face
recognition technology. However, despite several methods for
matching hand drawn sketches to photographs appearing in
the literature (notably [3]–[7]), to our knowledge, there has
been only limited research on matching computer generated
composites to mugshot photographs [8]. This work attempts
to develop a system that can successfully match composite
sketches to mugshots. This would aid in quickly and accurately
identifying suspects involved in criminal activities.
Because a skilled police sketch artist generally needs a
large amount of training in both drawing and sculpting,
facial composite software kits, which allow even non-artists
to synthesize a sketch after only several hours of training,
have become a popular alternative in criminal justice and
law enforcement agencies. Some of the most widely used
facial composite software kits include IdentiKit [38], PhotoFit [9], FACES [37], Mac-a-Mug [9], and EvoFIT [10]. The
first two kits (IdentiKit and Photo-Fit) are examples of early
facial composite systems that synthesize a sketch by selecting
a collection of facial components, e.g. hair, eyebrow, eyes,
nose, mouth, shape, and eyeglasses. The next two (FACES
and Mac-a-Mug) systems are modern component based facial
composite systems which include additional facial components
(e.g., smile line, mole, scar, and tattoo), and have more
candidate patterns for each facial component. The final system
for drawing composite sketch (EvoFIT) is an evolutionary
facial composite system, which is different from component
based systems in that it creates a holistic likeness to the suspect
using a genetic algorithm based on several selected shapes
and textures that most resemble a suspect. We illustrate the
1 Human identification of sketches involves disseminating the sketches to
the media in the hope that a citizen who recognizes the subject will come
forward to provide a clue.
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Fig. 1. Several cases recently reported in the media where the suspects were identified by using forensic sketches drawn by artists (a-c), and composite
sketches created with facial composite software (d-e). (a) Forensic sketch drawn based on descriptions provided by the female victims led to arrest of suspect
in Virginia Highland armed robbery1 . (b) A police sketch helped identify a man suspected of attacking a woman on a street2 . (c) Forensic sketch by face
reconstruction led to identification of the victim in a possible murder3 . (d) Composite sketch created using FACES [37] aided in identifying the culprit of
several armed robberies4 . (e) Composite sketch created using SketchCop [44] led to arrest of a suspect that attacked several female drivers5 . (f) Composite
sketch created using SketchCop [44] led to arrest of an escaped suspect6 .
1 http://www.askaforensicartist.com/composite- sketch- leads- to- arrest- in- virginia- highland- robbery/
2 http://www.woodtv.com/dpp/news/local/grand_rapids/Sketch- leads- to- mans- assault- arrest#
3 http://www.askaforensicartist.com/sketch- by- texas- rangers- forensic- artist- leads- to- id/
4 http://www.facesid.com/mediacenter_frontline_stories.html
5 http://captured.sketchcop.com/2011sketchcopcaptured_010.htm
6 http://captured.sketchcop.com/2011sketchcopcaptured_002.htm
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Fig. 2. The procedure for creating a composite sketch using (a) IdentiKit
[38] and (b) FACES [37]. The three rows, respectively, show how the hair,
eyes and mouth components are selected from the candidate list.

Fig. 3.
The difference between hand drawn sketches and composite
sketches. (a) Face photographs, (b) the corresponding viewed sketches, (c)
the corresponding computer generated composite sketches synthesized using
IdentiKit [38], and (d) using FACES [37]. Both the viewed sketches and
composite sketches were constructed while viewing the face photographs.

procedure for creating a composite using IdentiKit and FACES
in Fig. 2. In both these facial composite systems, each facial
component is selected from a candidate list shown on the right
side of the system GUI.
The difference between hand drawn sketches and computer
generated composite sketches can be seen in Fig. 3. Compared
to face photos, both hand drawn sketches and composite
sketches lack detailed texture, especially around the forehead

and cheeks. However, artists can depict each facial component
with an exact shape, and even shading. Thus, artist-drawn
sketches can usually capture the most distinctive characteristics of different faces. By contrast, facial components in a
composite sketch must be approximated by the most similar
component available in the composite software’s database
(see Fig. 2). Moreover, the psychological mechanism of an
artist guarantees that hand drawn sketches look natural while
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TABLE I
F EATURES OF THE P ROPOSED A PPROACH FOR M ATCHING C OMPOSITE S KETCHES TO FACE P HOTOS .

Comparison

Yuen and Man [8]

Proposed Approach
Identi-Kit [35] with around 100 candidate
patterns per component.
FACES [34] with around 1,000 candidate
patterns per component.
Both are commercial software that are
publicly available.

Facial composite
system

AICAMS [24] with around
100 candidate patterns per
component.

Composite
database

300 composite-mugshot
pairs.
Publicly availability is
unknown.

123 composite-mugshot pairs for subjects
from the public AR database.
Composites
are
publicly
available:
http://biometrics.cse.msu.edu/pubs/databases
.html.

Component
localization

Manually locate highcurvature points.

Fully automatic

Face matching
algorithm

LDA

Non-learning based method with MLBP;
A leading commercial matcher - FaceVACS
and holistic MLBP are used as the baseline.

Cross-race bias

Not studied

Large scale
background images

Not studied

Rank-1

~8% (Fig. 6 (c) in [8])

Rank-50

~41% (Fig. 6 (c) in [8])

Accuracy

Studied with Asian and American users
Studied with 10,000 subjects from PCSO
database and 1,193 mugshots from MEDS-II
database.
10.6% with PCSO background images
12.2% with MEDS background images
13.8% w/o additional background images
52.0% with PCSO background images
74.8% with MEDS background images
82.1% w/o additional background images

According to the relationship between Rank and Ra defined by Equation (7) in [8], Rank-1 and Rank-50, respectively, correspond to Ra=0% and Ra=16.4%.

composite sketches may look synthetic. Therefore, while we
may easily recognize a person from his hand-drawn sketch,
it is often more challenging to identify a person from a
composite sketch. Similar observations have also been reported
in the cognitive psychology community [2], [11].
A survey in [2] showed that 80% of the officers in law
enforcement agencies used computer generated composites.
Despite this high percentage of law enforcement agencies
using computer generated composites, the application of automated face recognition algorithms to computer generated composites has not been adequately studied [8]. By contrast, sketch
recognition, both viewed sketches 2 and forensic sketches, has
received relatively more attention. In this paper, we present a
study to assess the ability of a face recognition system to match
computer generated facial composites to facial photographs or
mugshots. To facilitate this recognition task, we propose a new
face recognition algorithm for matching composite sketches to
face photos. The objectives of the proposed approach are to
(i) provide a common representation for composite sketches
and face photos that can diminish intra-person variations while
still maintaining inter-person discriminability, (ii) leverage
the component-based approach by which computer generated
composites are formed, and (iii) effectively match composite
sketches against large-scale mugshot gallery databases.
2 A viewed sketch is a facial sketch drawn while viewing a photograph
of the subject. While this scenario has little real world application because
the photograph itself could be queried in the face recognition system, such
research has proved quite valuable in improving automatic sketch recognition.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II introduces related work on hand drawn sketch recognition. The proposed component based representation (CBR)
for composite sketch recognition is presented in Section III. In
Section IV, experiments are performed to verify the effectiveness of the proposed CBR in matching composite sketches
to mugshot gallery sets. Finally, Section V summarizes our
contributions and lists the directions of future work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Compared to photo-based face recognition, there is only a
limited amount of research on sketch recognition, and most
of the published work is focused on hand drawn sketches.
The initial research in this field focused on matching sketches
that are drawn by an artist while looking at the corresponding photograph of the person or the person himself
(called viewed sketches). These studies on viewed sketches
can be grouped into two categories: modal transformation and
modal-insensitive feature representation. Approaches in the
first category [3]–[6] convert images from one modality (e.g.
sketch) into a different modality (e.g. photo). Methods for
modal transformation include eigentransformation [3], [12],
local linear embedding (LLE) [4], multiscale Markov Random
Fields model [6], and embedded hidden Markov model (EHMM) [15]. The merit of these approaches is that traditional
face matching algorithms, designed for the target modality,
can be used following the modal transformation. However, the
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Overview of the component based representation approach for matching composite sketches to face photos.

synthesized photo (for example) can only be called a pseudophoto due to its inferred content. In fact, these synthesis
methods are often solving a more difficult problem than the
recognition task.
The second approach to sketch recognition attempts to learn
or design feature representations that reduce the intra-class
difference caused by modality gap while preserving inter-class
separability. Representative methods in this category include
common discriminant space [5], coupled spectral regression
(CSR) [17], coupled information-theoretic projection (CITP)
[13] and partial least squares (PLS) [14].
Klare et al. [7] demonstrated that state of the art face
matchers can successfully match (with over 95% accuracy)
viewed sketches (drawn by artists while viewing a person
or photograph) to face photographs. Therefore, Klare et al.
focused on the more challenging and realistic problem of
matching forensic sketches (drawn by a forensic artist using
only on a verbal description) to face photographs. Although
both viewed and forensic sketches are drawn by an artist, the
difference is that forensic sketches are drawn following the
verbal description of an eyewitness or the victim, instead of
looking at a person or photograph. During the drawing of a
forensic sketch, the witness usually cannot exactly recall the
facial appearance of a suspect. Additionally, it is often the case
that a disparity exists between the understanding and depiction of facial features between an artist and the eyewitness.
Thus, additional challenges are posed when matching forensic
sketches against face photographs. To handle such difficulties,
Klare et al. developed a local feature-based discriminant
analysis (LFDA), which learns a discriminative representation
from partitioned vectors of SIFT [42] and LBP [33] features
using multiple discriminative subspace projections.
Component-based face recognition methods (which are used
in this study) were studied in [18]–[20], [22], [23]; however,
these algorithms either directly utilized intensity features that

are sensitive to changes in facial appearance or employed
supervised algorithms for classification whose performance
is sensitive to the amount of training data available. Moreover, these algorithms were mainly proposed to resolve the
misalignment problem in photo-to-photo face matching, and
do not address the heterogeneous modality gap present when
matching computer generated composite sketches to facial
photographs.
Yuen and Man’s [8] study on composite sketch recognition
is the only previous work found to address this topic. A
sketch matching algorithm using local and global features followed by relevance feedback from the users was proposed for
recognizing composite sketches created using AICAMS [24].
Table I differentiates the proposed method and experimental
protocol of this paper from those in [8].
III. C OMPONENT BASED R EPRESENTATION (CBR)
As discussed in Section I, most facial composite software
systems used by law enforcement agencies are essentially
component based systems. To facilitate the use of the system,
these software kits provide a predefined set of candidate facial
components. A composite sketch is constructed by individually
selecting each facial component following the description of a
witness or victim. The forehead and cheek areas are left blank,
unless there are striking irregularities, such as a nevus (mole).
Inspired by the principle of facial composite systems and
existing work on component-based methods in photo-tophoto matching, we propose a component based representation
(CBR) for matching composite sketches to facial photographs.
As illustrated in Fig. 4, the proposed approach consists of the
following steps:
1) Face normalization using a geometric transformation and
color space conversion.
2) Facial component localization using an active shape
model (ASM), followed by component-wise alignment.
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Fig. 5. Facial landmark detection with ASM. Facial landmarks detected on
(a) facial photographs, and the corresponding composite sketches synthesized
using (b) IdentiKit and (c) FACES.
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Fig. 6. Each facial component is localized with a rectangle. The width of
the rectangle, w, is determined by the leftmost and rightmost keypoints, while
the height of the rectangle, h, is determined by a fixed ratio r.

3) Per component feature extraction using block-based
multi-scale local binary patterns (MLBP).
4) Per component similarity measurement, followed by
score normalization and fusion.
Each of the above steps is detailed in the following sections.
We further improve the performance of CBR by making use
of gender information to filter the gallery set.
A. Face Normalization
Although most photographs in the mugshot databases maintained by law enforcement agencies are captured with the
cooperation of subjects, there are still some variations in
face pose and scale. Most facial composite systems generate
frontal sketches, but there are also variations in face scale3 .
To handle these variations in pose and scale, a geometric
transformation (rotation and scaling) is first applied to both
composite sketches and facial photographs based on the detected eye centers using PittPatt Face Recognition SDK [25].
The geometrically normalized face images are then cropped to
the same size, which includes the whole face (including hair,
chin and ears).
Color information may be available for gallery facial photographs, and recent research [29], [30] has shown that color
information is helpful in photo-to-photo recognition. However,
facial composites systems can seldom generate color sketches.
Thus, the face normalization step of the proposed CBR method
converts all color photographs (in our case, police mugshots)
into gray scale images.
B. Facial Component Localization
In photo-to-photo matching tasks, to compensate for large
facial pose variations, complicated facial component detectors
have been proposed by training component specific SVM
classifiers [18], [19], [23]. However, mugshot photographs are
usually captured with the cooperation of the subjects, and
the composite sketches are typically synthesized in frontal
pose. The pose and scale variations between photographs
and composites can be effectively eliminated with the above
3 A small number of mugshots may include slightly non-uniform illumination. We would like to study this problem in our future work using illumination
preprocessing based methods [26]–[28].

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Average facial components calculated from (a) 10,123 photographs,
and (b) 123 composite sketches synthesized using FACES.

mentioned face normalization step. Therefore, in the proposed
method, a more efficient approach is utilized for localizing
the facial components from normalized frontal photographs
and composites. An Active Shape Model (ASM) [31] is first
utilized to detect a set of facial landmarks on the face, and
then each component is localized according to the predefined
keypoints in the ASM model. Specifically, we use the Stasm
[32] open source ASM implementation, which detects 76
predefined facial landmarks. As shown in Fig. 5, even though
Stasm was not trained with composite sketches, facial landmarks can still be accurately detected on composite sketches.
This reveals that although composite sketches are a different
modality than facial photographs, composite sketches still
possess similar gradient information.
Once the facial landmarks are detected, different facial
components can be localized according to the corresponding
landmarks in ASM model. Typically, a composite sketch is
constructed by selecting the hair style, eyebrows, eyes, nose,
mouth, and shape. In the proposed CBR, we follow the same
face decomposition, and divide a face into five components
(See Fig. 6). We also employ the face shape information
for face matching by using vectorized coordinates of facial
landmarks detected with the ASM. As shown in Fig. 6, each
facial component is localized with a rectangle. We determine
the horizontal boundaries of each rectangle based on the
x coordinates of the leftmost and rightmost keypoints, and
determine its vertical boundaries by maintaining a fixed aspect
ratio across all subjects.
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Fig. 8.
Robustness of different local feature descriptors. (a) The same
facial region in a composite sketch (blue rectangle) and the corresponding
photograph (red rectangle); (b) Feature representation for the regions in (a)
with LBP; (c) Feature representation for the regions in (a) with MLBP.
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Fig. 9. Similarity calculation for each facial component. Similarities are
first calculated for corresponding blocks, and then summed up to get the
component similarity.

be calculated as
Considering that the hair component has a simple structure
but is relatively large, we scale down the hair component in
order to reduce the computational cost of feature extraction.
We increase the size of components with lower height to width
ratios (the eyebrows, eyes, and mouth) so that we can apply
a block-based feature extraction method to these components.
Figs. 7 (a) and (b) show the average components calculated
from 10,123 facial photographs and 123 composite sketches,
respectively. The sharpness of the average components indicates accurate alignment of each facial component. Another
benefit of per-component scaling is to counter the diversity
in relative component sizes. For example, a facial component
in a composite sketch may have the same shape as that in
a photograph, but its relative size against the whole face is
different from that in a photograph.

C. Component Feature Extraction
After per-component alignment and scaling, each component in the photographs is observed to be similar in structure.
However, when looking closely at each component in a
photograph and the corresponding composite sketch, we can
find that there is a discrepancy in component intensity. The
intensity variations in facial photographs are due to shading of
faces, and thus make the faces in photographs look more like
3D shapes (see Fig. 3a). However, both hand drawn sketches
and computer generated composite sketches lack shading
information (see Figs. 3b, c, and d). We use the gray-scale
invariant local binary pattern (LBP) [33] descriptor, which
allows use to robustly match corresponding facial components
under the intensity discrepancy between composite sketches
and facial photographs.
LBP is a local texture descriptor that has been successfully
applied in a wide range of applications, including texture classification [33], object detection [34], and object recognition
[35]. The LBP code of a pixel is calculated by thresholding
neighboring pixel intensities with the intensity of the center
pixel. Formally, the LBP code for pixel (x, y) in image I can

LBPP,R (x, y) =

P
−1
X

2p sign (I (xp , yp ) − I (x, y))

(1)

p=0

where (xp , yp ) is one of the P sampled neighboring pixels of
pixel (x, y), the distance from (xp , yp ) to (x, y) is no larger
than R pixels and sign(·) function is defined as
(
1 if d ≥ 0
sign(d) =
(2)
0 otherwise
Many facial structures or components are observable at
different scales; therefore, LBP defined at a single scale is
generally insufficient to capture all features of different facial
components. Thus, multiscale LBP (MLBP) (a concatenation
of LBP histograms at different radii R ∈ {1, 3, 5, 7}) is
introduced in [7] to capture features at various scales in
different facial components. Fig. 8 shows an example where
LBP and MLBP are applied to extract features for the same
facial region in a composite sketch and the corresponding
photograph. This figure indicates that MLBP is more robust in
matching two corresponding facial regions from a composite
sketch and the corresponding photograph.
MLBP can effectively extract local texture features for each
facial component; however, if a single MLBP descriptor is
extracted from the entire facial component, the spatial structure
of the component, which is also important for matching
composite sketches to facial photographs, will be lost. Thus, to
roughly capture the spatial structure information in each facial
component, we further decompose each facial component into
overlapped blocks (see Fig. 9).
D. Component Similarity and Fusion
With overlapped block decomposition, a facial component is
divided into n patches. Let Ai and Bi be the photo patch and
the corresponding composite patch, respectively (see Fig. 9).
With MLBP features extracted for Ai and Bi , the similarity
Si between Ai and Bi is calculated based on the normalized
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TABLE II
G ENDER D ISTRIBUTION OF 123 C OMPOSITE S KETCHES AND M UGSHOT
G ALLERY I MAGES FROM PCSO AND MEDS-II DATABASES .
Male
Female
# Images Percentage # Images Percentage
AR composites and photographs
70
56.9%
53
43.1%
Mugshots in PCSO database
8,043
80.4%
1,957
19.6%
Mugshots in MEDS-II database 1,082
90.7%
111
9.3%
Dataset

histogram intersection. Specifically, Si is calculated as
D
P
j=1

(a) PCSO

j
j
min(HA
, HB
)
i
i

(b) MEDS

(3)

Fig. 10. Example mugshot photographs from (a) PCSO, and (b) MEDS-II
databases.

where HAi and HBi are D-dimensional MLBP histograms
that are respectively extracted from Ai and Bi . Next, the
similarities for all corresponding blocks are summed up to
obtain the total component similarity SNose (for example). The
similarities for the other facial components (hair, eyebrow,
eyes and mouth) are also calculated in the same manner.
We also include the facial shape similarity by calculating the
cosine distance between two facial landmark vectors. Finally,
all the component similarities are again summed up to obtain
the final matching score between a facial photograph and
a composite sketch. However, the similarities calculated for
different facial components need not be in the same numerical
scale (range). Therefore, score normalization is applied to the
match scores from each facial component prior to combining
them. Tanh and z-score are the two most preferred score
normalization methods in biometrics [41]. While both these
normalization schemes had similar performance, the Tanh
score normalization achieved a slightly higher accuracy over
z-score normalization.

and compared against (i) a state-of-the-art, commercial-offthe-shelf (COTS), face recognition system, and (ii) densely
sampled MLBP on holistic faces. Finally, the diversity in
composite sketch formed by two different users is analyzed.
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E. Gender Information Integration
Mugshot databases managed by law enforcement agencies
generally include demographic information such as the gender,
race, birthdate, height, weight, etc. From the view point of an
eyewitness or the victim, it may be difficult for him/her to
accurately specify the race or estimate the age, height and
weight for the suspect. However, most eyewitnesses can provide the gender of the suspect. Thus, in practical applications,
it is feasible to utilize gender information to improve the
matching performance. Specifically, in the proposed method,
gender information is used to filter the gallery set so that only
composite faces and mugshots of similar gender are matched.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
In this section, we study the performance of the proposed
CBR approach for matching composite sketches to facial
photographs. A photo-composite database is first built for this
experimental study. We analyze the discriminability of the
different facial components for composite-to-photo matching.
The accuracy of the proposed CBR method is then evaluated

A. Composite Sketch Database
We built a composite sketch database for our experimental
study. It includes 123 subjects from the AR public domain face
database [36]. We chose to use the AR database because it has
been used in several previous studies on viewed sketches [6],
[7], [14]. We synthesized composite sketches for each subject
using two commercial facial composite systems: (i) FACES
[37], and (ii) IdentiKit [38]. Thus, we have two composite
sketches for each of the 123 subjects in the AR database.
For each subject, there is also a photograph taken in frontal
pose under ideal lighting conditions with a neutral expression.
The composite sketches were created while viewing the facial
photographs using the two different facial composite systems.
As shown in Fig. 2, each facial component is selected from
the list provided by the facial composite software. Examples
of the composite sketches used in our experiments can be seen
in Figs. 3, 4, and 5.
In our experiments, the composite sketches are used as
the probe set. For the gallery set, in addition to the 123
photographs from the AR database, mugshots from two additional databases are used to populate the gallery. Specifically,
10,000 mugshot photographs (one image per subject) from
the Pinellas County Sheriff’s Office (PCSO) database4 and
1,193 mugshots with pre-labeled landmarks from Multiple Encounter Dataset II (MEDS-II) database [39]5 are, respectively,
used to populate the gallery set. Thus, the matching experiments should closely replicate real-world scenarios where law
enforcement agencies perform retrieval using a large scale
mugshot database to find potential suspects by inputting a
composite sketch.
We manually labeled the gender of the 123 subjects in the
AR database. The 10,000 subjects from the PCSO database
and 1,193 images from MEDS-II were pre-labeled with gender
4 PCSO

is a mugshot database that is collected in the state of Florida, U.S.A.
are two data sets in the MEDS database: MEDS-I and MEDS-II;
MEDS-I is a subset of MEDS-II. We have used MEDS-II in our experiments.
5 There
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Fig. 11. Discriminability of different facial components for matching composite sketches to facial photographs with 10,000 background mugshots from the
PCSO database. Composites sketches are respectively synthesized using commercial facial composite systems: (a) FACES and (b) IdentiKit.

information. As shown in Table II, there are 70 male and 53
female subjects in the composite sketches and corresponding
photographs of the AR database. For the mugshots from the
PCSO database, there are 8,043 males and 1,957 females. For
the mugshots in the MEDS-II database, there are 1,082 males
and 111 females. Example mugshot images for PCSO and
MEDS-II are shown in Figs.10 (a) and (b), respectively.

B. Evaluation Metrics
In the scenario of photo-to-photo matching under controlled
environments, face images are usually captured following
a strict protocol, e.g. normal lighting, frontal pose, natural
expression, etc. For example, border crossing officers need to
determine whether a person crossing the border is presenting
his own passport by comparing his photograph with that
in the passport. Thus, exact and efficient matching is of
crucial importance for face recognition systems designed for
these scenarios. However, when a law enforcement agency
matches a composite sketch to mugshot gallery database, the
first ranked mugshot match is often not the suspect that the
eyewitness or victim described. This is due to the challenge an
eyewitness or victim faces in recalling and describing the facial
details of the suspect. Therefore, forensic face recognition
scenarios generally involve an examination by the eye witness
or detective of the top hundred or so retrieved mugshots [45].
Thus, computer generated composite recognition methods are
best evaluated by examining the rank retrieval rates using a
Cumulative Match Characteristic (CMC) curve. While high
rank-1 accuracy is ideal, success in these forensic recognition
scenarios is generally measured around rank-100 accuracy
[45].
The accuracy of the proposed CBR method is compared
against a state-of-the-art COTS face recognition system, FaceVACS [40] and densely sampled MLBP on holistic faces.
FaceVACS is representative of the recognition accuracies
law enforcement agencies can expect from their current face
recognition systems when queried with composite sketches,
and thus serves as a faithful baseline method.

C. Discriminative Ability of Different Facial Components
Our first experiment evaluates the proposed approach by
investigating the discriminative ability of different facial components. In this experiment, 10,000 mugshots from the PCSO
database are first used to populate the gallery. Both the composite sketches synthesized using FACES and those generated
using IdentiKit are used in this experiment. The similarities
between 123 composite sketches and 10,123 mugshot photographs are calculated for all the six facial components (hair,
eyebrows, eyes, nose, mouth and shape), and the matching
rates of individual facial components are shown in Fig. 11. A
comparison between the two component sketch kits FACES
(Fig. 11 (a)) and IdentiKit (Fig. 11 (b)) shows that FACES
provides a more accurate depiction for the different faces in
the AR database. Thus, in the following experiments, we focus
on the recognition of composite sketches generated using only
FACES.
From Fig. 11 (a), it can be noticed that all the six facial
components achieve fairly low rank-1 matching performance.
The rank-1 matching rates of different components are below
5%. This reveals the difficulties in exactly depicting a face
by using a facial composite system, and the challenges in
matching a composite sketch to its true facial photograph.
However, there is still a disparity in the discriminability
of different components, especially when we compare the
matching rates at higher ranks (e.g., rank-100). Among all
the six facial components, the eyebrow component appears
to be the most discriminative for matching composites to
photos. Nose, hair and mouth components show higher discriminability than facial shape and eye components. In phototo-photo matching, hair is seldom used due to its lack of
persistence over time lapse; however, for composite-to-photo
matching, any available clue should be utilized to determine
the identity of the suspect. It should be understandable that the
face shape is less discriminative, as only the coordinates of
76 landmarks detected with ASM are used to represent it. The
finding that the eyes are the least discriminative component
(rank-200 accuracy of only 6.5%) is contrary to the findings
in photo-to-photo matching [20], [21]. As shown in [21], both
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TABLE III
M ATCHING P ERFORMANCE OF THE P ROPOSED CBR, FACE VACS, AND
H OLISTIC MLBP AT S EVERAL S PECIFIC R ETRIEVAL R ANKS ON
E NLARGED G ALLERY S ET WITH M UGSHOTS FROM THE PCSO DATABASE .
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Fig. 12.
A score level fusion of component similarities is applied by
considering the top M (M = 2, 3, · · ·, 6) most discriminative facial
components in matching composites to photographs with 10,000 background
mugshots from the PCSO database.
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CBR
Holistic MLBP
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40
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Matcher

Rank-1
FaceVACS
2.4
Holistic MLBP
4.1
CBR
10.6

Matching Rate (%) at Rank-N
Rank-50 Rank-100 Rank-150 Rank-200
15.4
22.8
26.0
29.3
17.9
27.6
35.8
39.8
52.0
65.0
70.7
73.2

eyebrows and eyes are among the most important components
for photograph based face recognition.
Our finding here is understandable if we look closely at how
a composite is synthesized. In the component menu (database)
of composite software, it is likely that there are very similar
patterns for the simple components, e.g. eyebrows, nose,
mouth, and hairstyle. However, the pattern/structure of the eyes
is more complicated (iris, sclera, white, pupil, eyelid, eyelash)
than the other components. This makes it more difficult to
replicate these fine structures in the template database available
in the composite software. As a result, the eyes in a composite
sketch are generally the least discriminative for compositeto-photo matching. In our experiments, users of the facial
composite software also reported that it is quite difficult for
them to choose the eye component when they created the
composite sketches.
D. Performance Evaluation
We apply a score level fusion to the component-wise similarities to calculate the final matching score between a facial
photograph and a composite sketch. As detailed in Section IIID, scores of different facial components are transformed into
a common domain with Tanh normalization, and then summed
to yield the final similarity score between a composite sketch
and photograph. Due to the disparity in the discriminability
between different components, we tried a sum of score fusion
of the top M (2, 3, 4 and 5) most discriminative components in
addition to the fusion of all components. As shown in Fig. 12,
fusion of the four (i.e., M = 4) most discriminative facial
components (eyebrow, nose, hair and mouth) achieves the best
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(b) Mugshots from the MEDS-II database

Fig. 13. Matching performance of the proposed CBR, FaceVACS, and holistic
MLBP on enlarged gallery set with mugshots from (a) PCSO and (b) MEDS-II
databases.
TABLE IV
M ATCHING P ERFORMANCE OF THE P ROPOSED CBR, FACE VACS, AND
H OLISTIC MLBP AT S EVERAL S PECIFIC R ANKS ON E NLARGED G ALLERY
S ET WITH M UGSHOTS FROM THE MEDS-II DATABASE .
Matcher

Rank-1
FaceVACS
6.5
Holistic MLBP
0.8
CBR
12.2

Matching Rate (%) at Rank-N
Rank-50 Rank-100 Rank-150 Rank-200
40.7
52.0
61.0
66.7
4.9
10.6
13.0
19.5
74.8
89.4
91.9
92.7

matching performance. Using only these four components, the
matching rate at rank-200 increased from 37% for the best
component (eyebrow) to 73%. Thus, in all subsequent experiments, we use the fusion of these four most discriminative
components as our final matching score.
The proposed approach is compared with the COTS matcher
FaceVACS and densely sampled MLBP on holistic faces
(Holistic MLBP) by using enlarged gallery sets with mugshots
from the PCSO and MEDS-II databases. FaceVACS has been
reported to achieve recognition accuracies on viewed sketches
that is comparable to the leading viewed sketch recognition
algorithms proposed in the literature [7]. Densely sampled
MLBP on holistic faces has also been widely used in phototo-photo matching [33]. For densely sampled MLBP, we
use the same face image size, patch size and radii as the
proposed approach. The matching performance of the three
methods (proposed, FaceVACS and MLBP on holistic faces)
on the computer generated composites is reported in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 15. Performance of the proposed CBR with and without using gender information to filter the gallery set populated by mugshots from (a) PCSO, and
(b) MEDS-II databases.

As shown in Fig. 13 (a), the proposed CBR significantly
outperforms the commercial matcher FaceVACS and holistic
MLBP when the gallery is enlarged by 10,000 mugshots from
the PCSO database. We also provide the matching accuracies
at several retrieval ranks in Table III. The proposed CBR
achieves 8% and 42.2% higher matching rates at rank-1 and
rank-100, respectively, than those achieved by FaceVACS.
Compared with holisic MLBP, the proposed CBR achieves
6.5% and 37.4% higher matching rates at rank-1 and rank100, respectively. When 1,193 mugshots from public MEDS-II
database are utilized to populate the gallery set, the proposed
approach is again found to be much more effective for
matching composite sketching to mugshots (see Fig. 13 (b)
and Table IV). Both the proposed approach and FaceVACS
achieve higher performance, compared to the performance
on the larger gallery set populated with mugshots from the
PCSO database; however, there is performance degradation for
holistic MLBP. We attribute this to the sensitivity of holistic
MLBP to the generally lower image quality in the MEDS-II
database. As shown in Fig. 10 (b), MEDS-II database contains
blurred images due to the movement of camera or subjects,
low contrast images due to backlighting, and out of image
facial regions. Additionally, some mugshot images in MEDSII database are of low resolutions, e.g. 240 × 240. By contrast,
the mugshots in the PCSO database are clear (see Fig. 10 (a)),
and all face images are with the resolutions of 624 × 486.

In the above experiments, mugshots from two different
databases (PCSO and MEDS-II) were used to populate the
gallery set. One concern regarding the populated gallery is
the different characteristics of face images in AR, PCSO, and
MEDS-II databases. As a result, if face images in the AR
database contain any significant differences from the mugshots
in PCSO or MEDS-II, the populated gallery could not make
the identification task more challenging. This issue would be
of serious concern, especially if the task addressed is phototo-photo matching. To appease this concern, we also perform
composite sketch recognition without using mugshots to populate the gallery. The performance of the proposed approach,
FaceVACS, and holistic MLBP is shown in Fig. 14. From
Fig. 14, we can notice that all the three methods achieve much
higher performance without using the mugshots from PCSO
or MEDS-II databases to enlarge the gallery6 . This experiment
reveals that including the mugshots from PCSO or MEDSII database in the gallery does make it more challenging to
match composites to photographs. As shown in Fig. 14 (c),
both the large galley size (10,123 images) imposed by PCSO
mugshots, and low image quality in MEDS-II database make
6 We should point out that if the mugshots from MEDS-II cannot make the
matching task more challenging, the performance of FaceVACS and holistic
MLBP should not drop dramatically; however, as shown in Figs. 14 (b) and
(c), mugshots from MEDS-II greatly reduce the performance of FaceVACS
and holistic MLBP.
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Fig. 16. Examples of rank-1 retrievals for matching composite-photo pairs
with the proposed CBR utilizing gender information. (a) Correctly matched
composites-photo pairs; (b) Incorrectly matched composites-photo pairs and
the ground-truth photographs.

it challenging for densely sampled MLBP on holistic faces to
correctly match composites to photographs. Fig. 14 (b) shows
that FaceVACS is more robust to the low image quality in
MEDS-II, but it is also challenging for FaceVACS to handle a
large scale gallery set. By contrast, from Fig. 14 (a), we find
that the proposed approach is more robust to the challenges
posed by the large gallery size and low image quality.
As discussed in Section III-E, gender information can be
utilized to further improve the matching performance of the
proposed CBR by filtering the mugshot photos in the gallery
set. From Table II, it can be noticed that for a male suspect,
the size of the enlarged gallery set with PCSO can be reduced
from 10,123 to 8,113, and for a female suspect, the gallery
size is reduced to 2,010. Similarly, for a male suspect, the
size of the enlarged gallery set with MEDS-II can be reduced
from 1,316 to 1,152, and for a female suspects, the gallery
size is reduced from 1,316 to 164. The performance of the
proposed CBR with and without gender information is show
in Fig. 15. On the gallery set populated with mugshots from
the PCSO database, there is nearly 10% improvement, on
average, from rank-1 to rank-200. On the gallery set populated
with mugshots from the MEDS-II database, there is about
5% improvement, on average, from rank-1 to rank-200. This
demonstrates the importance of utilizing any demographic
information the eyewitness or victim is able to provide.
Fig. 16 shows examples of correctly and incorrectly
matched composite-photo pairs at rank-1 with the proposed
CBR utilizing gender information. The first two columns in
Fig. 16 (a) and (b), respectively, show the composite sketches
and the rank-1 matched photographs. The last column in
Fig. 16 (b) gives the ground-truth photographs corresponding
to the composite sketches in the first column in Fig. 16 (b). As
to be expected for the proposed CBR, most facial components
in the correctly matched composite-photo pairs do attain high
similarities for all facial components. However, the incorrectly
matched photographs in the second column of Fig. 16 (b) also
show high visual similarity with the composites sketches. For
these composite sketches, it is even difficult for a human to
tell which photos in the last two columns of Fig. 16 (b) are
the ground-truth. This illustrates one of the challenges in using

Fig. 17. Two examples of composite sketches synthesized by two different
users (with different cultural background) who used FACES to form the
composite sketches.

facial composite software, even though users are able to choose
the most similar pattern for each facial component, it is still
difficult for them to guarantee accurate spatial relations among
different facial components.
E. Composites Synthesized by Different Users
The quality of the composite sketches depends not only on
the specific facial composite system used but also the skills and
background of the users of the software. Therefore, it should
be valuable to investigate composite sketches synthesized by
different users. In the above experiments, all 123 composite
sketches, corresponding to the 123 faces in the AR database,
are synthesized using FACES by a Caucasian user (a U.S.
graduate student in our lab) with research experience in face
recognition. In this experiment, the same 123 faces were
synthesized again with the same facial composite system
but by an Asian user (a Chinese postdoctoral researcher in
our lab who has been in the U.S. for only 6 months) who
also has research experience in face recognition. Fig. 17
shows some photographs and the corresponding composite
sketches synthesized by these two users. To a certain degree,
the composite sketches created by the Asian user look like
Asians. This reflects the “other-race effect” [46], which is the
tendency for people of one race to have difficulty recognizing
and processing faces and facial expressions of members of
a race or ethnic group other than their own [43]. Due to
the cross-race bias, an Asian user tends to choose the facial
components that he is familiar with, when he creates composite
sketches for Caucasian subjects. It is difficult for him to
determine the similarity of the facial components that he is
not familiar with. However, if an Asian user is asked to
create composite sketches for Asian individuals, the Asian
user should be expected to produce more favorable composites
compared with a non-Asian user. Another issue is that the
facial composite software that we have used here have been
designed by Caucasian designers for use in non-Asian market.
The available choices of facial components in the database of
the facial composite system also reflect this bias.
The final experiment compares the accuracy of matching composite sketches synthesized by the two users to the
mugshot gallery set, using both the proposed CBR method
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Fig. 18. Variations in composite sketches synthesized by two different users. Matching performance without using gender information of (a) the proposed
CBR, (b) FaceVACS, and (c) holistic MLBP on composites that are, respectively, created using FACES by a Caucasian user and an Asian user.

and FaceVACS. Matching performance of the proposed CBR
and FaceVACS on the composite sketches synthesized by two
different users is shown in Fig. 18. Our statistics shows that
more than 95% of the 123 subjects in the AR database are
non-Asian. As such, most composite sketches created for nonAsian faces by the Asian user are less discriminative. As
expected, we notice that CBR (Fig. 18 (a)), FaceVACS (Fig. 18
(b)), and holistic MLBP (Fig. 18 (c)) achieve dramatically
higher performance on the composites created by the Caucasian user. Our experimental results suggest that the users
of composite software in law enforcement agencies should be
trained to reduce the cross-race bias in order to create high
quality composite sketches for potential suspects of various
races.
V. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
This paper investigated a challenging heterogeneous face
recognition problem: matching composite sketches to facial
photographs. We studied composite sketches generated using
two publicly available facial composite software, and proposed
a component based representation (CBR) to address the modality gap between composite sketches and facial photographs.
Facial components are automatically localized by detecting
landmarks with an ASM. A local descriptor-based representation, MLBP, is then utilized to capture local texture and
structure at various scales in each facial component. Block
based feature extraction is employed to spatially encode the
structural information of each facial component. This feature
representation used with the proposed CBR is consistent with
the process of how a computer generated facial composite
sketch is synthesized in facial composite systems.
The proposed method is tested by matching composite
sketches against a large scale mugshot gallery set. Our method
significantly outperforms a state-of-the-art COTS face matcher.
By filtering the gallery set with gender information, the
performance of the proposed method is further improved. This
suggests that face matcher vendors should also make use of
any possible demographic information when their systems are
applied for law enforcement. Analysis of the variations in the
quality of composite sketches synthesized by two users of
different ethnic and cultural background suggests that users
of facial composite software should be trained to reduce

the cross-race bias in order to create high quality composite
sketches for potential suspects of various races.
Currently, the spatial relationship between different facial
components in a composite sketch is encoded in the landmarks
extracted using ASM. Additional correlations between the
choices of different facial components in creating a composite
sketch will be investigated in the future work. Also, we would
like to further investigate the proposed approach by increasing
the number of subjects in the composite sketch database7 ,
and by considering additional facial composite systems to
create composite sketches. Another challenge for matching
composite sketches to mugshots is the age difference between
a previously captured mugshot and the current face of a
suspect. Our study in [47] shows that a component based
representation is effective in achieving age-invariant phototo-photo matching. In our future work, we also would like to
study the aging problem in composite-to-photo matching using
the proposed approach.
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